TO: Area Agency on Aging Directors
DAAS

FROM: Joyce Massey-Smith, Director

DATE: February 4, 2021

SUBJECT: CHANGE NOTICE FOR DAAS ADMINISTRATIVE LETTER 20-17 COVID-19 PANDEMIC RESPONSE, PART VI.
Change No. 01-21

I. BACKGROUND AND CONTENT OF CHANGE

The Comprehensive ARMS Families First and CARES Act Codes List as of 8/20/20 found in Appendix 1 of Administrative Letter 20-17 as been updated. The updated listing is attached to this letter.

The following revisions were made to this document:
- The addition of IHA code 939 and transportation code 258.
- Enhancement of IHA code 941 to include an Assistive Technology/Equipment category.

II. EFFECTIVE DATE AND IMPLEMENTATION

This guidance is effective upon receipt.

If you have any questions regarding information in this change notice, please contact the appropriate DAAS Program Consultant.
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